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Abstract—This paper introduces a new theoretical framework, akin to the use of imprecise message storage in Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) decoders, which is seen as an enabler for cost-effective hardware designs. The proposed framework is the one of Non-Surjective Finite Alphabet Iterative Decoders (NS-FAIDs), and it is shown to provide a unified approach for several designs previously proposed in the literature. NS-FAIDs are optimized by density evolution for WiMAX irregular LDPC codes and we show they provide different trade-offs between hardware complexity and decoding performance. In particular, we derive a set of 27 NS-FAIDs that provide decoding gains up to 0.36 dB, while yielding a memory/interconnect reduction up to 25%/30% compared to the Min-Sum decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper targets the design of cost-effective Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) decoders, suitable for the new generation of communication systems, requiring increased data rates and reduced energy footprint. One important characteristic of LDPC decoders is that the memory and interconnect blocks dominate the overall area/delay/power performance of the hardware design. To address this issue, we build upon the concept of Finite Alphabet Iterative Decoders (FAIDs), introduced in [1]–[3]. While FAIDs have been previously investigated for variable-node regular LDPC codes over the binary symmetric channel, this paper extends their use to any channel model, and to both regular and irregular LDPC codes.

The approach considered in this paper is to allow storing the exchanged messages using a lower precision (smaller number of bits) than that used by the processing units. Hence, to some extent, the proposed approach is akin to the use of imprecise storage, which is seen as an enabler for cost-effective, high-throughput, and/or low-power decoder designs.

The proposed approach, referred to as Non-Surjective FAIDs (NS-FAIDs), is shown to provide a unified framework for several designs previously proposed in the literature, including the Normalized and Offset Min-Sum (MS) decoders [4], [5], the Partially Offset MS decoder [6], the MS-based decoders proposed in [7], [8], or the recently introduced double-quantization domain MS decoder [9].

We show that NS-FAIDs can be optimized by using the Density Evolution (DE) technique, such as to obtain the best possible decoding performance for given hardware constraints, expressed in terms of memory/interconnect reduction. The DE optimization is illustrated for the WiMAX irregular LDPC codes [10], for which we propose a set of 27 irregular NS-FAIDs, with different trade-offs between hardware complexity and decoding performance. The DE analysis is further corroborated by Monte-Carlo simulations. We show that NS-FAIDs may provide decoding gains up to 0.36 dB, while yielding a memory/interconnect reduction up to 25%/30% compared to the MS decoder.

The paper is organized as follows. NS-FAIDs are introduced in Section II, which also discusses their implementation benefits and the DE analysis. The optimization of irregular NS-FAIDs is presented in Section III. Numerical results are provided in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper.

II. NON-SURJECTIVE FINITE ALPHABET ITERATIVE DECODERS

A. Preliminaries

LDPC codes are defined by sparse bipartite graphs, comprising a set of variable-nodes (VNs), corresponding to coded bits, and a set of check-nodes (CNs), corresponding to parity-check equations. Finite Alphabet Iterative Decoders (FAIDs) have been introduced in [1]–[3]. We state below the definition of FAIDs, in a slightly less general form than the one in [3]. Let Q be a positive integer. A (2Q+1)-level FAID is a 4-tuple (M, I, Φv, Φc), where:

- M = {−Q, . . . , −1, 0, +1, . . . , +Q} is the alphabet of the exchanged messages, and is also referred to as the decoder alphabet,
- I ⊆ M is the input alphabet of the decoder, i.e., the set of all possible values of the quantized soft information supplied to the decoder,
- Φv and Φc denote the update rules for VNs and CNs, respectively.

The CN-update function Φc is the same for any FAID decoder, and is equal to the update function used by the MS decoder. Precisely, for a CN of degree dc, the update function Φc : Mdc−1 → M is given by:

Φc(m1, . . . , md−1c) = \left(\prod_{i=1}^{d_{c}-1} \text{sgn}(m_i)\right) \min_{i=1,\ldots,d_{c}-1} |m_i| \quad (1)

The VN-update function Φv : I × Mdc−1 → M, for a VN of degree dv, is defined in closed form as:

Φv(γ, m1, . . . , mdv−1) = F(γ + \sum_{j=1}^{d_{v}-1} m_j) \quad (2)
where the function \( F : \mathbb{Z} \to \mathcal{M} \) is defined based on a set of threshold values \( T = \{ T_0, T_1, \ldots, T_{Q+1} \} \subseteq \mathbb{R}_+ \), with \( T_0 = 0 \), \( T_{Q+1} = +\infty \), and \( T_i < T_j \) for any \( i < j \):

\[
F(x) = \text{sgn}(x)m, \quad \text{where } m \text{ is s.t. } T_m \leq |x| < T_{m+1} \quad (3)
\]

In the following, \( F \) will be referred to as the framing function.

**Definition 1:** A \( q \)-bit FAID is a \((2Q + 1)\)-level FAID, with \( Q = 2^{q-1} - 1 \). It follows that messages exchanged within the FAID decoder are \( q \)-bit messages (including 1 bit for the sign).

We also note that the following proposition holds.

**Proposition 2:** For any function \( F : \mathbb{Z} \to \mathcal{M} \), there exists a threshold set \( T \) such that \( F \) is given by Eq. (3), if and only if \( F \) satisfies the following properties:

(i) \( F(-x) = -F(x) \), \( \forall x \in \mathbb{Z} \)

(ii) \( F \) is a non-decreasing function, that is \( F(x) \leq F(y) \) for any \( x < y \).

Note that the above proposition also implies that \( F(0) = 0 \) and \( F(x) \geq 0, \forall x > 0 \).

**B. Non-Surjective FAIDs**

**Definition 3:** A non-surjective FAID (NS-F AID) is a FAID such that the framing function \( F : \mathbb{Z} \to \mathcal{M} \) is non surjective. Hence, the image set of \( F \), denoted by \( \text{Im}(F) \subset \mathcal{M} \) is a strict subset of \( \mathcal{M} \).

The reason behind NS-F AIDs is that it allows reducing the size of the memory required to store the exchanged messages, as well as the size of the interconnect network that carries the messages from the memory to the processing units. This will be explained in Section II-C.

**Assumption:** As the focus of this work is on practical implementations, we will further assume that the sum \( \gamma + \sum_{j=1}^{d_n-1} m_j \) in Eq. (2) is saturated to \( \mathcal{M} \), prior to applying \( F \) on it. Consequently, in the sequel we shall only consider framing functions \( F : \mathcal{M} \to \mathcal{M} \), and the VN-update function \( \Phi_v \) from Eq. (2) is redefined as:

\[
\Phi_v(\gamma, m_1, \ldots, m_{d_n-1}) = F \left( s_M \left( \gamma + \sum_{j=1}^{d_n-1} m_j \right) \right) \quad (4)
\]

where \( s_M : \mathbb{Z} \to \mathcal{M} \), \( s_M(x) = \text{sgn}(x) \min(|x|, Q) \), is the saturation function. Since \( F(-x) = -F(x), \forall x \in \mathcal{M} \), \( F \) is completely determined by the vector \( [F(0), F(1), \ldots, F(Q)] \), further referred to as the Look-Up Table (LUT) of \( F \), which satisfies the following inequalities (Proposition 2):

\[
0 = F(0) \leq F(1) \leq \cdots \leq F(Q) \leq Q \quad (5)
\]

**Definition 4:** The weight of \( F \), denoted by \( W \), is the number of distinct entries in the vector \( [F(0), F(1), \ldots, F(Q)] \). It follows that \( 1 \leq W \leq Q + 1 \). By a slight abuse of terminology, we shall also refer to \( W \) as the weight of the NS-F AID.

As an example, the framing function in Table I has \( Q = 7 \), image set \( \text{Im}(F) = \{0, 1, 3, 5, 7\} \), and weight \( W = 4 \).
represented using only \( w = \lceil \log_2(W) \rceil + 1 \) bits (including 1 bit for the sign).

We shall refer to the above \( w \) value as the framing bit-length. As an example, the framing function from Table I has bit-length \( w = \lfloor \log_2 4 \rfloor + 1 = 3 \) bits. As a consequence of the message size reduction, the size of the memory and the interconnect network that carries the messages from the memory to the processing units are also reduced.

A different benefit is the possible simplification of the CN processing unit. Since incoming messages span only a subset \( \mathcal{M}' = \text{Im}(F) \subset \mathcal{M} \), depending on \( \mathcal{M}' \), it may simplify the min computation within the CN-processing. Let us give a particular example to illustrate this phenomenon. Assume that \( Q = 7 \) and \( F \) is such that \( \mathcal{M}' = \{0, \pm 1, \pm 3, \pm 7\} \) (e.g., framing function from Table I). In this case, it can be easily seen that the \( \min_{i=1,\ldots,d_v-1} |m_i| \) computation required by the CN-processing (Eq. (1)) is equal to the bit-wise AND of the absolute values \( |m_i|, i = 1, \ldots, d_v - 1 \). Hence, the CN-processing can be implemented using AND logic gates only, thus avoiding the use of comparator trees as in [9], [13].

Moreover, it can be seen that the MS-based decoders proposed in [7], [8] and the dual-quantization domain decoder proposed in [9] are particular realizations of NS-F AIDs. Some examples of NS-F AIDs are provided below.

### D. Examples of NS-F AIDs

If the framing function \( F \) is the identity function, then the corresponding NS-F AID decoder is the Partially Offset Min-Sum (OMS) decoder with offset factor \( \lambda \).

**Example 1.** Let \( F : \mathcal{M} \rightarrow \mathcal{M} \) be defined by:
\[
F(x) = \text{sgn}(x) \max(|x| - \lambda, 0)
\]
where \( 0 < \lambda < Q \). Then, the corresponding NS-F AID decoder is the Offset Min-Sum (OMS) decoder with offset factor \( \lambda \).

**Example 2.** Let \( F : \mathcal{M} \rightarrow \mathcal{M} \) be defined by:
\[
F(x) = \begin{cases} 
    x, & \text{if } |x| \text{ is even} \\
    \text{sgn}(x)(|x| - 1), & \text{if } |x| \text{ is odd}
\end{cases}
\]
Then, the corresponding NS-F AID decoder is the Partially OMS (POMS) decoder from [6].

Moreover, it can be seen that the MS-based decoders proposed in [7], [8] and the dual-quantization domain decoder proposed in [9] are particular realizations of NS-F AIDs.

While the main reason behind the NS-F AIDs definition consists in their ability to reduce memory and interconnect requirements, we can also argue that they may allow improving the error correction performance (with respect to MS). This is the case of both OMS and POMS decoders mentioned above. Given a target message bit-length \( w \) (e.g., corresponding to some specific memory constraint), one may try to find the framing function \( F \) of corresponding weight \( W \), which yields the best error correction performance. The optimization of the framing function can be done by using the DE technique, which will be discussed in Section II-F.

### E. Irregular NS-F AIDs

In case of irregular LDPC codes, irregular NS-F AIDs are NS-F AIDs using different framing functions \( F_{d_v} \) for VNs of different degrees \( d_v \). Framing functions \( F_{d_v} \) may have different weights \( W_{d_v} \). In this case, messages outgoing from degree-\( d_v \) VNs can be represented by using only \( w_{d_v} = \lceil \log_2(W_{d_v}) \rceil + 1 \) bits. However, the message size reduction does not necessarily apply to CN-messages, due to the fact that a CN may be connected to VNs of different degrees. Let \( M_{d_v} = \text{Im}(F_{d_v}) \). Then, messages outgoing from a CN \( c \) can be represented by using:
\[
\lceil \log_2(\lceil \cup_{d_v \in D_c} M_{d_v} \rceil) \rceil \text{ bits},
\]
where \( D_c \) is the set of degrees of VNs connected to \( c \), and \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) is used to denote the number of elements of a set.

One advantage of irregular NS-F AIDs is that they allow different protection levels for VNs of different degrees (through the use of framing functions \( F_{d_v} \) with different weights). Alternatively, it is also possible to define CN-irregular NS-F AIDs in a similar manner. However, in this work we only deal with VN-irregular NS-F AIDs, since most of the practical irregular LDPC codes are irregular on VNs, while almost regular (or semi-regular) on CNs. In order to reduce the size of the CN-messages, in Section III we will further impose certain conditions on the framing functions \( F_{d_v} \), by requiring their images being included in one another.

### F. Density Evolution Analysis

The objective of the DE technique is to recursively compute the probability mass function (pmf) of the exchanged messages, through the iterative decoding process. This is done under the assumption that exchanged messages are independent, which holds in the asymptotic limit of the code length. In this case, the decoding performance converges to the cycle free case. DE equations for the NS-F AID decoder can be derived in a similar way as for the finite-alphabet MS decoder [11, Appendix B]. The only modification required is to take into account the framing function \( F \) at the VN-processing step, which can be easily done using the following:

**Proposition 7:** Let \( A_{MS}(\ell) \) denote the pmf of VN-messages \( \alpha_{MS} = s_{\mathcal{M}} \left( \gamma + \sum_{j=1}^{d_v-1} m_j \right) \) computed by the MS decoder at iteration \( \ell \), and \( F : \mathcal{M} \rightarrow \mathcal{M} \) be a framing function. Then the pmf of \( \alpha_{NS-FAID} = F(\alpha_{MS}) \), denoted by \( A_{NS-FAID}(\ell) \), is given by:
\[
A_{NS-FAID}(\ell)(m) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{M} : F(x) = m} A_{MS}(\ell)(x)
\]

Similar to [11], the DE is used to compute the asymptotic error probability, defined as:
\[
p_{e}(\ell) = \lim_{\ell \rightarrow \infty} p_{e}(\ell)
\]
where \( p_{e}(\ell) \) is the bit error probability at iteration \( \ell \).

For a target bit error probability \( \eta > 0 \), the \( \eta \)-threshold is defined as the worst channel condition for which decoding error probability is less than \( \eta \). Assuming the binary-input AWGN channel model, the \( \eta \)-threshold corresponds to the maximum noise variance \( \sigma^2 \) (or equivalently minimum SNR), such that the asymptotic error probability is less than \( \eta \):
\[
\sigma^2_{\text{thres}}(\eta) = \sup \left\{ \sigma^2 \mid p_{e}(\ell) \leq \eta \right\}
\]
In case that $\eta = 0$, the $\eta$-threshold is simply referred to as DE threshold [14]. However, the asymptotic decoding performance of finite-precision MS-based decoders is known to exhibit an error floor phenomenon at high SNR [11]. This makes the $\eta$-threshold definition more appropriate in practical cases, when the target bit error rate can be fixed to a practical non-zero value.

Finally, it is worth noting that the above threshold value depends on: (i) the irregularity of the LDPC codes, defined as usual by the degree distribution polynomials $\lambda$ and $\rho$ [14], (ii) the FAID decoder, i.e., the size of the decoder alphabet and the framing function $F$, (iii) the channel quantizer, i.e., the gain factor $\mu$ used in Eq. (7). Therefore, assuming that the degree distribution polynomials $\lambda$ and $\rho$ and the size of the decoder alphabet are fixed, we use the DE technique to jointly optimize the framing function and channel quantizer.

III. OPTIMIZATION OF IRREGULAR NS-FAIDS

A. Optimization procedure

Throughout this section, we consider $q = 4$-bit NS-FAIDS (hence, $Q = 7$). To illustrate the trade-off between hardware complexity and decoding performance, we consider the optimization of irregular NS-FAIDS for the WiMAX irregular LDPC codes with rate $1/2$ [10] (of course, the proposed method can be applied to any other irregular codes in the same manner). The edge-structure degree distribution polynomials are given by $\lambda(x) = 0.2895x + 0.3158x^2 + 0.3947x^5$ and $\rho(x) = 0.6316x^5 + 0.3684x^6$. Hence, VNs are of degree $d_v \in \{2, 3, 6\}$. For each VN-degree $d_v$, we consider the corresponding framing function $F_{d_v}$ may be of any weight $W_{d_v} \in \{2, 4, 8\}$, corresponding to a message bit-length $w_{d_v} \in \{2, 3, 4\}$. Hence, the total number of framing functions is given by $N_{\text{NS-FAID}}(7, 2) + N_{\text{NS-FAID}}(7, 4) + N_{\text{NS-FAID}}(7, 8) = 1275$ (see Proposition 5). It follows that the total number of irregular NS-FAIDS is equal to $1275^4 = 2072671875$, since a different framing function may be applied for each VN-degree.

Clearly, even though we rely on DE, it is practically impossible to evaluate the decoding performance of all the irregular NS-FAIDS. To overcome this problem, we proceed as follows. First, we denote by NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$ the ensemble of NS-FAIDS defined by a triplet of framing functions $F_2, F_3, F_6$, corresponding to variable node-degrees $d_v = 2, 3, 6$, with message bit-lengths $w_2, w_3, w_6$. Since $w_2, w_3, w_6 \in \{2, 3, 4\}$, there are 27 such ensembles. The number of NS-FAIDs in the ensemble NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$ is given by $N_{w_2}N_{w_3}N_{w_6}$, where $N_{w}^{\text{def}} = N_{\text{FAID}}(Q,W)$. Note that $N_2 = 49$, $N_3 = 1225$, and $N_4 = 1$. These 27 ensembles are further divided into 2 groups, as follows:

**Group-1**: is composed of NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$ ensembles, such that there is at least one $w_{d_v} = 4$ and at most one $w_{d_v} = 3$. In total, there are 16 NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$ ensembles in this group (example: NS-FAID-$443$, NS-FAID-$224$, NS-FAID-$432$,...). It can be easily seen that the total number of NS-FAIDs in Group-1 (all 16 ensembles included) is equal to $N_{\text{NS-FAIDS}}^{\text{Group-1}} = 371176$. This number is small enough, so that the decoding performance of all the decoders in Group-1 can be evaluated by DE. It is worth noting that for NS-FAIDs in Group-1, the size of CN-messages cannot be reduced below $q = 4$: this follows from Eq. (10), since $D_c = \{2, 3, 6\}$, for any CN $c$, and at least one $w_{d_v} = 4$. Therefore, these decoders present no advantages in terms of the memory size required for storing the CN-messages, or complexity of the interconnection network to carry CN-messages from CNU to VNU and/or memory.

**Group-2**: the remaining 11 NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$ ensembles that do not belong to Group-1 (example: NS-FAID-$333$, NS-FAID-$332$, NS-FAID-$433$, ...). Since the number of NS-FAIDs in Group-2 is still very large, we only evaluate part of them, by further imposing a number of constraints on the framing functions’ images $M'_{d_v} = \text{Im}(F_{d_v})$.

**Decoding performance constraint**: Using results from the exhaustive evaluation of NS-FAIDs in Group-1, we observed that good framing functions with $w_{d_v} = 3$ have as image set one of $\{0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 6\}$, $\{0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 7\}$, $\{0, \pm 1, \pm 3, \pm 6\}$, or $\{0, \pm 1, \pm 3, \pm 7\}$ (note that different framing functions may have the same image set). Hence, we only consider the NS-FAIDs in Group-2 such that $\text{Im}(F_{d_v})$ is one of the above 4 image sets, for any $d_v$ such that $w_{d_v} = 3$.

**Memory size reduction constraint**: We further impose the following inclusion constraint between the image sets of framing functions used for different VN-degrees: Let $d'_v, d''_v, d'''_v$ denote the VN-degrees, ordered according to increasing framing bit-length, that is $w_{d'_v} \leq w_{d''_v} \leq w_{d'''_v}$. Then we require that $\text{Im}(F_{d'_v}) \cup \text{Im}(F_{d''_v}) \subseteq \text{Im}(F_{d'''_v})$. According to Eq. (10), this constraint ensures that CN-messages can be represented by using only $w_{d'''_v}$ bits, which is particularly suitable for layered architectures (in which case only CN-messages are stored).

It can be seen that the number of irregular NS-FAIDS in Group-2 that satisfy the above two constraints (and hence are evaluated by DE) is given by $N_{\text{NS-FAIDS}}^{\text{Group-2}} = 726621$.

B. Density Evolution evaluation

For each of the above $N_{\text{NS-FAIDS}}^{\text{Group-1}} + N_{\text{NS-FAIDS}}^{\text{Group-2}} = 1097797$ irregular NS-FAIDS, we compute its decoding threshold for a target bit error rate $\eta = 10^{-6}$, using the DE technique from Section II-F. The threshold computation also encompasses the optimization of the channel gain factor $\mu$. Hence, for each NS-FAID, we first determine the gain factor $\mu$ that maximizes the $\eta$-threshold defined in Eq. (12). The corresponding $\eta$-threshold value is then reported as the $\eta$-threshold of the NS-FAID.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section provides the numerical results for the irregular NS-FAID optimization from the previous section. Table II show the NS-FAID decoder with the best $\eta$-threshold for each ensemble NS-FAID-$w_2w_3w_6$: the framing functions used for VN-degrees $d_v = 2, 3, 6$ are shown in columns 3, 4, and 5, while the $\eta$-threshold value (in dB) and the corresponding gain factor $\mu$ are shown in column 6. The framing functions’ LUTs are reported in Table III (Lx in Table III corresponds to LUTx in Table II).
The number of interconnects (wires) reported in column 7 corresponds to the number of wires required to carry both VN- and CN-messages, and is computed by the formula:

\[
\text{Wires} = \sum_{d_v} N_{d_v} d_v w_{d_v} + \left( \max_{d_v} w_{d_v} \right) \sum_{d_c} N_{d_c} d_c
\]

where \(N_{d_v}\) and \(N_{d_c}\) denote the number of VNs and CNs of degree \(d_v\) and \(d_c\), respectively. This formula accounts for the fact that there are \(d_v\) outgoing messages of bit-length \(w_{d_v}\) from each VN of degree \(d_v\), and \(d_c\) outgoing messages from each CN of degree \(d_c\), each CN-message being of bit-length \(\max d_c, w_{d_c}\).

Columns 8 and 9 show the size of the memory required to store CN-messages (we only take into account CN-messages, because most of the practical hardware implementations do not store VN-messages). In column 8 all CN-messages are assumed to be stored, while column 9 assumes a compressed format, which only requires the storage of the signs, first and second minima, and the index of the first minimum [15]. Finally, the last 4 columns show the relative performance gain/loss (in dB) and the percentage of interconnect and memory reduction with respect to the MS decoder (which corresponds to the NS-FAID-444 decoder).

The trade-off between decoding performance and interconnect reduction is further illustrated in Figure 1 (the decoder index on the abscissa is the one from Table II). It can be seen that the NS-FAID-332 decoder (index 22) allows a significant reduction of the interconnection network (by 29.93%), with negligible performance degradation (0.05 dB) with respect to the MS decoder. It is also worth noting that it also provides up to 25% memory size reduction compared to MS. In addition, it can be observed that the amplitude of any VN-message belongs to \(\{0, 1, 3, 7\}\). With these values, the minimal computation required by the CN-processing unit can be implemented by
using AND-gates only, as explained in Section II-C.

The NS-FAID-433 decoder (index 17) is also a very good candidate for applications requiring increased decoding performance: it achieves the best decoding gain (0.36 dB), while still providing an interconnect reduction by 8.88% with respect to the MS decoder.

To corroborate the analytic results obtained by DE, we have conducted Monte Carlo simulations for the WiMAX code with rate 0.5, and codeword length 2304 bits. The maximum number of decoding iterations is set to 100. The bit error rate (BER) performance of some of the optimized NS-FAIDs is shown in Figure 2. For comparison purposes, we have also included the BER performance of the infinite-precision (floating point) MS and Offset-MS decoders. It can be seen that simulation results corroborate the asymptotic analysis: at BER $= 10^{-6}$, the NS-FAID-433 decoder outperforms the MS decoder by $\approx 0.31$ dB, while the NS-FAID-332 decoder presents virtually the same decoding performance as the MS.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced the new framework of Non-Surjective FAIDs, which allows trading off decoding performance for hardware complexity reductions. NS-FAIDs have been optimized by density evolution and we showed that they exhibit better or similar decoding performance compared to the MS decoder, while providing significant savings in memory and/or interconnects. While this paper focused on the theoretical aspects of NS-FAIDs, hardware implementation results will be reported in future works.
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